Fill in the correct form: Gerund or Infinitive (with or without "TO")

1. My dad used ________________ after dinner but he doesn't do that anymore (SMOKE).
2. She advised us ________________ there alone. It could be very dangerous (NOT GO).
3. Jenny is good at ________________ children ________________ down properly at the table. (PERSUADE, SIT).
4. My boss warned me ________________ finishing the project (NOT DELAY).
5. Have you ever let your friend ________________ your new tablet? (USE)
6. He risked ________________ the match by ________________ his racket. (LOSE, CHANGE)
7. I am looking forward ________________ you at the dinner party. (MEET)
8. My mum remembers ________________ the Millers, so I don't know why they're not here yet (INVITE).
9. My parents allowed me ________________ to the cinema with a few friends. (GO)
10. The teacher insisted on my parents ________________ over to school for a chat (COME).
11. I don't feel like ________________ in the park today. Let's go tomorrow. (WALK)
12. Venice is always worth ________________. (VISIT)
13. I can't help _________________. That joke was so funny. (LAUGH)
14. The travel agent advised us ________________ around after dark. (NOT WALK)
15. Did you have any trouble ________________ the house? (FIND)
16. After a few miles he stopped on the motorway ________________ some cigarettes (GET).
17. It's no use ________________ with him. He won't listen to you. (ARGUE)
18. My mum made me ________________ up my room. (CLEAN)
19. Women were given the right ________________ in the first part of the 20th century. (VOTE).
20. I happened ________________ in the neighbourhood, so I thought I'd pay you a visit (BE).
1. My dad used **to smoke** after dinner, but he doesn't do that anymore (**SMOKE**).
2. She advised us **not to go** there alone. It could be very dangerous (**NOT GO**).
3. Jenny is good at **persuading** children **to sit** down properly at the table. (**PERSUADE, SIT**).
4. My boss warned me **not to delay** finishing the project (**NOT DELAY**).
5. Have you ever let your friend **use** your new tablet? (**USE**)
6. He risked **losing** the match by **changing** his racket. (**LOSE, CHANGE**)
7. I am looking forward **to meeting** you at the dinner party. (**MEET**)
8. My mum remembers **inviting** the Millers, so I don't know why they're not here yet (**INVITE**).
9. My parents allowed me **to go** to the cinema with a few friends. (**GO**)
10. The teacher insisted on my parents **coming** over to school for a chat (**COME**).
11. I don't feel like **walking** in the park today. Let's go tomorrow. (**WALK**)
12. Venice is always worth **visiting**. (**VISIT**)
13. I can't help **laughing**. That joke was so funny. (**LAUGH**)
14. The travel agent advised us **not to walk** around after dark. (**NOT WALK**)
15. Did you have any trouble **finding** the house? (**FIND**)
16. After a few miles he stopped on the motorway **to get** some cigarettes (**GET**).
17. It's no use **arguing** with him. He won't listen to you. (**ARGUE**)
18. My mum made me **clean** up my room. (**CLEAN**)
19. Women were given the right **to vote** in the first part of the 20th century. (**VOTE**).
20. I happened **to be** in the neighbourhood, so I thought I'd pay you a visit (**BE**).